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Thank you

for considering Frontier

We appreciate your interest in Frontier Asset Management
Frontier’s team of seasoned investment professionals are excited to use our experience and
time-tested investment process to:
•

Offer diversified strategies with defined performance objectives and targets on downside risk
that are consistent with specific goals for a wide range of financial situations.

•

Build strategies consisting of carefully selected funds that are combined so their unique
approaches to investing complement one another.

•

Monitor each strategy closely and make adjustments periodically to take advantage of
opportunities, manage risk and navigate the changing investment environment.

We are extremely dedicated, passionate and driven to provide exceptional service. We look
forward to working with you and will do our best to create the most positive experience possible.

Sincerely,

Robert E. Miller, CFA
Chief Executive Officer

50 E Loucks, Suite 201
Sheridan, Wyoming 82801
307-673-5675
frontierasset.com
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Why Frontier?

Client-focused
The principals at Frontier came together years ago to do what we love to do—manage investment
strategies to meet the specific financial objectives of our clients. We understand that an investment
strategy is not just the result it produces, but also the experience it produces. We build strategies that
clients can live with.

Highly experienced
Our track record goes back to 1999 and some of us have been working together since the mid1990s. Our Founder has been managing portfolios of mutual funds since 1987. All members of our
Investment Committee have earned the prestigious CFA designation.

Outstanding investment process
The Frontier process is the result of decades of experience, research and innovative thinking. It’s a
disciplined, repeatable process designed to identify top-quality funds and combine them so their
unique characteristics complement one another. We believe the tools we use are more precise than
traditional tools and help us build optimal investment strategies for our clients.

Risk management
We believe in the power of diversification. We allocate the assets in each strategy among a wide range
of asset classes in an effort to reduce the risk of loss and create a more consistent return experience.
As the investment environment changes, we adjust the asset allocation of our strategies for downside
risk management and to help improve long-term return.

Consistent track record
We have beaten our benchmarks on a consistent basis and produced steady returns for our clients
over the years. By focusing on protecting clients in difficult markets and providing solid returns in good
markets, we help clients keep pace and stay on track to meet their goals.

Completely objective
We are independently owned and not affiliated with any organization that might influence the advice
we give or the investments we select. We do not answer to corporate parents, outside investors or
shareholders, nor do we sell proprietary products. We serve as fiduciaries to all of our clients, which
means we put their interests before our own, always. We seek to avoid all conflicts of interest.

Comprehensive investment approach
We create long-term investment strategies for our clients based on their specific financial objectives.
These are “lifetime” strategies designed to meet the core, diversified investment needs of a wide range
of investors. Our team has navigated both good and bad markets and is well qualified to provide
professional guidance and investment management services in the years to come.
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Designing a
diversified strategy.

DOWNSIDE FIRST FOCUS
STEP

1

Each month, Frontier quantifies the long-term future expected returns, possible
downside exposures, and correlations for the 16 asset classes that we currently
invest in. Our strategies are designed to not lose more than their stated loss target
over a 12-month period, while simultaneously maximizing return opportunities
through dynamic asset allocation.

FORWARD LOOKING PROCESS
Frontier believes it is more important to focus on where the market is going rather
than where it has been. While many investment firms focus on historical returns
to determine what would have provided maximum returns in the past, Frontier is
always looking forward to invest in asset classes that, when combined, we believe
will have the most favorable future long-term return for the risk characteristics.

DYNAMIC MANAGEMENT
As risks and opportunities change, the investment strategy needs to adjust with
it. Every month, we execute our process to fine tune our asset allocation mixes
and evaluate our ETF lineup to add value and maximize return within the stated
downside risk target.

Hypothetical future expected returns have many inherent limitations, and no representation is being made that any account will or is likely to
achieve the expected results or that results will be positive. There are numerous other factors that cannot be fully accounted for in the preparation
of hypothetical expected results, all of which can adversely affect actual trading and performance, sometimes materially. In addition, performance
can, and does, vary between individuals.
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Frontier’s investment committee is deep in
knowledge and experience.

Robert E. Miller, CFA – Chief Executive Officer
•
•
•
•

BA in Economics, Whitman College
Chartered Financial Analyst
Investment Experience Since 1999
Joined Frontier in 2000

Geremy van Arkel, CFA – Director of Strategies
•
•
•
•

BBA in Finance, Stetson University
Chartered Financial Analyst
Investment Experience Since 1993
Joined Frontier in 2002

Gary A. Miller, CFA – Founder
•
•
•
•
•
•

BS in Engineering, Humboldt State
MSM, Georgia Tech
Chief Investment Officer
Chartered Financial Analyst
Investment Experience Since 1985
Founded Frontier in 2000

Supported by 10+ member Investment Management Team with 4 CFA® Charterholders
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QUARTERLY
SUMMARY
QUARTERLYPERFORMANCE
PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
Performance as of As
September
30, 2021
ETFETF
Performance
of 9/30/2021

Growth of $100K/Cumulative Return History
Long-Term Growth ETF

Gross of Advisory Fees

Moderate Growth ETF

Balanced ETF

Conservative ETF

09/2018

09/2019

Capital Preservation ETF

$200
$175
$150
$125
$100
$75
09/2015

09/2016

09/2017

09/2020

09/2021

Globally Diversified ETF Strategies
Annualized Returns
QTD

YTD

1-Yr

3-Yr

5-Yr

10-Yr

Inception

Cumulative
Return

Global Opportunities ETF

-2.5%

12.6%

35.3%

10.4%

—

—

9.6%

Global Opp Bench

-1.1%

11.3%

26.8%

12.6%

—

—

Long-Term Growth ETF

-1.5%

10.7%

25.8%

10.1%

10.6%

LTG Bench

-0.9%

11.3%

26.8%

11.3%

Moderate Growth ETF

-0.8%

8.1%

19.5%

Moderate Growth Bench

-0.6%

9.9%

Balanced ETF

-0.6%

Balanced Bench

Standard Deviation
5-Yr

Inception

42.0%

—

16.9%

11.6%

52.4%

—

16.8%

—

11.1%

88.2%

12.5%

12.1%

11.8%

—

11.5%

92.6%

13.3%

12.9%

8.1%

8.8%

—

9.4%

71.2%

10.2%

9.9%

22.8%

10.5%

10.6%

—

10.3%

80.5%

11.3%

11.0%

4.9%

11.9%

6.2%

6.4%

—

7.0%

50.1%

7.2%

7.1%

-0.2%

7.7%

17.5%

9.0%

8.4%

—

8.2%

60.3%

8.6%

8.3%

Conservative ETF

-0.2%

2.8%

6.6%

4.8%

4.1%

—

4.5%

30.3%

4.2%

4.2%

Conservative Bench

0.2%

5.5%

11.9%

6.9%

5.7%

—

5.5%

38.0%

5.7%

5.5%

Capital Preservation ETF

-0.2%

0.6%

1.9%

2.9%

2.2%

—

2.6%

16.6%

2.3%

2.4%

Cap Pres Bench

0.5%

4.6%

9.3%

5.8%

4.5%

—

4.3%

28.9%

4.3%

4.2%

Inception
Date

12/01/2017

10/01/2015

10/01/2015

10/01/2015

10/01/2015

10/01/2015

Performance figures do not reflect the deduction of advisory fees charged by the advisor and Frontier. Past performance is no guarantee of future returns. Performance shown represents total returns that include
income, realized and unrealized gains and losses. An investment in this strategy involves the risk of loss, including principal, as well as the potential for gain. The returns shown above are composites of accounts actually managed
by Frontier and are gross of Frontier and applicable financial advisor fees. Benchmarks shown are Frontier’s custome benchmarks. This presentation includes the accompanying Additional Information and may be used only
for one-on-one presentations to sophisticated clients. Client’s return will be reduced by the advisory fees and any other expenses Client may incur in connection with the management of Client’s investment advisory account.
A description of the advisory fees charged by the advisor and Frontier and other important disclosures can be found in their respective Form ADV disclosure brochure. Frontier’s ADV Brochure, which includes a description of
Frontier’s fees, is available upon request at no charge or may be obtained directly from Frontier’s website at frontierasset.com. Before investing consider the investment objectives, fees and expenses.
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In reviewing the performance information presented here, we recommend that you consider both the returns generated and the level of risk that was assumed in generating those results. We believe that performance information cannot be properly assessed without
understanding the amount of risk that was taken in delivering that performance. Diversification and asset allocation do not ensure a profit or guarantee against a loss. All performance results should be considered in light of the market and economic conditions that
prevailed at the time those results were generated.
© Morningstar 2021. All rights reserved. Use of this content requires expert knowledge. It is to be used by specialist institutions only. The information contained herein: (1) is proprietary to Morningstar and/or its content providers; (2) may not be copied,
adapted or distributed; and (3) is not warranted to be accurate, complete or timely. Neither Morningstar nor its content providers are responsible for any damages or losses arising from any use of this information, except where such damages or losses cannot be
limited or excluded by law in your jurisdiction. Past financial performance is no guarantee of future results.

50 E Loucks, Suite 201, Sheridan, Wyoming82801
307-673-5675 frontierasset.com
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GLOBALLY DIVERSIFIED
ETF STRATEGIES
Highly diversified strategies designed
to satisfy the “core portfolio” needs of
investors at defined risk levels.

Frontier’s ETF Strategies

seek to achieve
solid returns for their well-defined downside risk targets. The ETF
strategies work well for the investor seeking a diversified, dynamic
strategy of low cost, index-based exchange-traded funds (ETFs).
Frontier ETF strategies primarily invest in exchange-traded funds
(ETFs), but may also include exchange-traded notes (ETNs).
Frontier’s forward-looking asset allocation process uses numerous
diverse asset classes to provide broad diversification within each
strategy.

Our Investment Approach

is a unique process. It is
based on decades of experience, research and innovative thinking.
We believe in the power of diversification. We proportion the assets
in each strategy among a wide range of asset classes in an effort
to reduce the risk of loss and create a more consistent return
experience.

Frontier identifies an ETF* for each asset class that may be included
in the strategy. The ETF selection criteria centers on how well the
ETF simulates the asset class, the ETF’s internal expense ratio,
transaction costs and its liquidity. We then combine the selected
ETFs to match the asset allocation target for the strategy.
We monitor our ETF strategies on an ongoing basis. As the strategies’
target asset allocation mixes change, ETFs will be bought and sold
accordingly.

Strategy Highlights
Designed to give investors access to low cost,
globally diversified asset allocation strategies.
These strategies invest in index-based
exchange-traded funds and/or notes and are
managed within established asset class ranges
to ensure broad market exposure.

Asset Allocation

May use any or all of the following:
US Equity
•

Large Cap US Stocks

•

Small Cap US Stocks

•

Real Estate Securities

International Equity
•

Large Cap International Stocks

•

Small Cap International Stocks

•

Emerging Markets Stocks

Real Assets
•

Commodities

Alternatives
•

Absolute Return

•

Managed Futures

Fixed Income
*All occurrences of ETF represent ETF/ETN

It is the part of a wise
man to keep himself
today for tomorrow, and
not venture all his eggs
in one basket.
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—SANCHO PANZA
Don Quixote (Part I, Book III, Chapter 9)
by Miguel de Cervantes [1547-1616]

•

High-Quality Fixed Income

•

Long-Term Government Bonds

•

Treasury Inflation Protected Securities (TIPS)

•

High-Yield Bonds

•

International Bonds

•

Floating Rate Notes

•

Cash Equivalents

GLOBALLY DIVERSIFIED
ETF STRATEGIES

We seek to achieve our objectives through:
•

Dynamic asset allocation

•

Broad market exposure

•

Low-cost ETFs (or ETNs)

•

Ongoing strategy management

Global
Opportunities

Long-Term
Growth
Moderate
Growth

RETURN

Balanced

Conservative

US Equity
Int’l Equity
Real Assets

Capital
Preservation

Alternatives
Fixed Income

RISK
As you move from left to right on the graph – increasing risk – there are strategies that can offer higher return potential. However, as with any type of portfolio structuring, attempting to reduce
risk and increase return could, at certain times, unintentionally reduce returns or increase volatility.

Strategy Details1
Strategy

Downside Risk Target

Downside Success Rate
vs Downside Risk Target

Global Opportunities

-25%

100%

Long-Term Growth

-20%

100%

Moderate Growth

-15%

100%

Balanced

-10%

100%

Conservative

-5%

100%

Capital Preservation

-2%

100%

Please refer to “Additional Information” for important information and complete disclosures regarding the information herein.

1

For one-on-one presentations only - not to be distributed to the public.
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ETF STRATEGY GLOBAL
A Globally Diversified Strategy

OPPORTUNITIES

GLOBAL OPPORTUNITIES ETF

September 30, 2021

A Globally Diversified Strategy

Strategy Highlights

Investment Objective
The Global Opportunities ETF strategy is a global equity strategy
that seeks long-term growth.

Strategy Details1
Downside Risk Target

-25%

Downside Success Rate
vs Downside Risk Target

100%

Weighted Expense Ratio

0.11%

Current Yield

2.00%

Benchmark*

• Normally invests 85-100% in ETFs representing a diversified
mix of equity asset classes, with an emphasis on U.S. small cap
and international ETFs

• It is reasonable to expect the risk of this strategy to be similar
to that of global equity indexes

• Could be used for investors seeking to grow the value of their
assets through global equity market exposure

• Frontier seeks to add value through dynamic asset allocation
and expense reduction

Global Opp Bench

Date of Inception

12/1/2017

*Benchmark is Frontier’s custom benchmark for this strategy.

Target Current vs Long-Term Allocation

Target Asset Allocation Ranges
US Equity

15%

US Large Stock

Intl Equity

20%

Real Assets

39%

US Small Stock

Alternatives

40%

Fixed Income

8%

International Large Stock

0%

5%

25%
4%

1%

Cash Equivalents

0%

20%
Current

80%

100%

%

22%

Long-Term Govt Bonds

60%

Sample Holdings²

10%

Emerging Markets Stock

40%

*Total Target Equity Range: 85-100%

11%

International Small Stock

20%

40%

iShares Core S&P Small-Cap ETF

39

iShares Core MSCI Emerging Markets ETF

22

iShares Core S&P 500 ETF

15

iShares MSCI EAFE Small-Cap ETF

11

iShares Core MSCI EAFE ETF

8

iShares 20+ Year Treasury Bond ETF

4

Fidelity® Government Cash Reserves

1

60%

LT Target

Please refer to “Additional Information” for important information and for complete disclosures regarding the information herein. Past performance is no guarantee of future returns.
client
portfolios
and the allocation of those holdings in
of
future
returns.
those portfolios may vary significantly and will change over time.
2The
“Sample Holdings” shows how a strategy might have been allocated as of the date indicated, and only includes up to 10 of the top holdings. The holdings in client portfolios and the allocation of those
holdings
in those
portfolios
varythe
significantly
will change
over
is not
possible
to precisely
reconcile
the allocation
of not
holdings
Holdings
witha the
An investment
in this
strategymay
involves
risk of loss,and
including
principal,
as time.
well asItthe
potential
for gain.
Diversification
and asset
allocation do
ensureina the
profitSample
or guarantee
against
loss.Target Long-Term Allocation
or the Target Current Allocation.
An investment in this strategy involves the risk of loss, including principal, as well as the potential for gain. Diversification and asset allocation do not ensure a profit or guarantee against a loss.
1

The “Sample
shows
how a strategy
might haveand
beencomplete
allocated disclosures
as of the dateregarding
indicated,the
andinformation
only includesherein.
up to 10
of the
top holdings.
holdings in
1Please
refer toHoldings”
“Additional
Information”
for important
Past
performance
is The
no guarantee
2

For one-on-one presentations only - not to be distributed to the public.
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For one-on-one presentations only - not to be distributed to the public.

Global Opportunities ETF
Performance as of September 30, 2021

GLOBAL OPPORTUNITIES ETF

Performance as of September 30, 2021

A Globally Diversified Strategy

Cumulative Return History

Gross of Advisory Fees

$2.00
$1.50
$1.00
$0.50
$0.00
11/2017

11/2018

11/2019

Strategy

11/2020
Benchmark

*For all charts on this page, Benchmark refers to Frontier’s custom benchmark for this strategy.

Cumulative Returns

YTD

1 Yr

3 Yr

5Yr

10 Yr

Since
Incept

Strategy

12.6%

35.3%

10.4%

—

—

9.6%

Benchmark

11.3%

26.8%

12.6%

—

—

11.6%

60%
Cumulative Return

Annualized Return Summary

40%
20%
0%

3 Yr

Since Inception

Strategy

Performance Detail
2020

Benchmark

Summary Statistics1
Strategy

Benchmark

12.9%

15.9%

2019

22.4%

27.7%

2018

-9.8%

-8.7%

Time Period: Date of Inception to 09/30/2021

Strategy

Benchmark

0.49

0.62

Std Dev

16.91%

16.75%

Down Capture Ratio

92.45%

100.00%

Up Capture Ratio

88.55%

100.00%

Alpha

-1.45%

0.00%

Beta

0.97

1.00

Sharpe Ratio

Pain Index2
0.0%
-2.0%
-4.0%
-6.0%

3 Yr

Strategy

Since Inception

Benchmark

Performancefigures
figuresdo
donot
notreflect
reflect the
the deduction
deduction of
and
Frontier.
Client’s
return
will bewill
reduced
by the by
advisory
fees andfees
any other
expenses
may incur
connection
the managePerformance
of advisory
advisoryfees
feescharged
chargedbybythe
theadvisor
advisor
and
Frontier.
Client’s
return
be reduced
the advisory
and any
other Client
expenses
Clientinmay
incur inwith
connection
with the
ment of Client’s
investment
advisory account.
description
the advisoryoffees
the advisor
and other
disclosures
can be found
in their respective
Form ADV
disclosure
brochure.
ADV Brochure,
management
of Client’s
investment
advisoryA account.
A of
description
the charged
advisorybyfees
chargedand
byFrontier
the advisor
and important
Frontier and
other important
disclosures
can be found
in their
respective
FormFrontier’s
ADV disclosure
brochure.
which
includes
a
description
of
Frontier’s
fees,
is
available
upon
request
at
no
charge
or
may
be
obtained
directly
from
Frontier’s
website
at
frontierasset.com.
The
Frontier
returns
shown
above
are
composites
of
accounts
actually
Frontier’s ADV Brochure, which includes a description of Frontier’s fees, is available upon request at no charge or may be obtained directly from Frontier’s website at frontierasset.com. The Frontier returns shown above are
managed byofFrontier
andactually
are gross
of Frontier
applicable
financial
fees.and
All performance
results should
considered
in light of the
market
and economic
conditions
thatof
prevailed
at theand
timeeconomic
those results
were generated.
composites
accounts
managed
by and
Frontier
and are
gross advisor
of Frontier
applicable financial
advisorbefees.
All performance
results
should
be considered
in light
the market
conditions
that prevailed
is no guarantee
of future returns.
An investmentis innothis
strategy involves
thereturns.
risk of loss,
including principal,
well as involves
the potential
gain.
Beforeincluding
investing principal,
consider the
at Past
the performance
time those results
were generated.
Past performance
guarantee
of future
An investment
in thisas
strategy
thefor
risk
of loss,
asinvestment
well as theobjectives,
potentialfees
for and
gain.expenses.
Before investing
1
2
Please the
referinvestment
to “Additional
Information”
forand
important
information about the Summary Statistics and for complete disclosures regarding the information herein. The Pain Index, a metric devised by Zephyr Associates, is made up of the
consider
objectives,
fees
expenses.
1Please
frequency,
and duration
of drawdowns
manager information
or portfolio experiences.
The deeper,Statistics
longer and
frequent the
losses, the regarding
greater theallpain.
The closerherein.
to zero2the
thea better.
referdepth
to “Additional
Information”
for aimportant
about the Summary
andmore
for complete
disclosures
information
ThePain
PainIndex,
Index,
metric devised by Zephyr Associates, is made
up of the frequency, depth and duration of drawdowns a manager or portfolio experiences. The deeper, longer and more frequent the losses, the greater the pain. The smaller the Pain Index, the better.

For one-on-one presentations only - not to be distributed to the public.

50 E Loucks, Suite 201, Sheridan, Wyoming 82801
307-673-5675 frontierasset.com

For one-on-one presentations only - not to be distributed to the public.
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ETF STRATEGY LONG-TERM
A Globally Diversified Strategy

GROWTH

LONG-TERM GROWTH ETF

September 30, 2021

A Globally Diversified Strategy

Strategy Highlights

Investment Objective
The Long-Term Growth ETF strategy is a global asset allocation
strategy that seeks to maximize expected return for the downside
risk target.

Strategy Details1
Downside Risk Target

-20%

Downside Success Rate
vs Downside Risk Target

100%

Weighted Expense Ratio

0.09%

Current Yield

2.10%

Benchmark*

LTG Bench

Date of Inception

10/1/2015

• Normally invests 70-100% in equity ETFs, with the remaining
assets invested in fixed income, real assets, and alternative
ETFs

• Could be used for core lifetime family assets that are
designated as equity exposure, obligations due within the next
15-20 years, or investors seeking to grow the value of their
assets who also prefer lower costs

• Frontier seeks to add value through dynamic asset allocation
and expense reduction

*Benchmark is Frontier’s custom benchmark for this strategy.

Target Current vs Long-Term Allocation

Target Asset Allocation Ranges
33%

US Large Stock

36%
18%

US Small Stock

Alternatives

6%
4%

Fixed Income
14%

International Large Stock

0%

11%

16%
3%
8%
6%

High Yield Bonds

2%

0%

60%

80%

100%

%

16%

Emerging Markets Stock

Long-Term Govt Bonds

40%

Sample Holdings²

5%

US High Quality Bonds

20%

*Total Target Equity Range: 70-100%

4%

International Small Stock

Intl Equity
Real Assets

18%

REITs

US Equity

10%
Current

20%

30%

iShares Core S&P 500 ETF

33

iShares Core S&P Small-Cap ETF

18

iShares Core MSCI Emerging Markets ETF

16

iShares Core MSCI EAFE ETF

14

iShares 20+ Year Treasury Bond ETF

6

Vanguard Real Estate ETF

6

iShares MSCI EAFE Small-Cap ETF

4

iShares Core US Aggregate Bond ETF

3

40%

LT Target

Please refer to “Additional Information” for important information and for complete disclosures regarding the information herein. Past performance is no guarantee of future returns.
client
portfolios
and the allocation of those holdings in
of
future
returns.
those portfolios may vary significantly and will change over time.
2The
“Sample Holdings” shows how a strategy might have been allocated as of the date indicated, and only includes up to 10 of the top holdings. The holdings in client portfolios and the allocation of those
holdings
in those
portfolios
varythe
significantly
will change
over
is not
possible
to precisely
reconcile
the allocation
of not
holdings
Holdings
witha the
An investment
in this
strategymay
involves
risk of loss,and
including
principal,
as time.
well asItthe
potential
for gain.
Diversification
and asset
allocation do
ensureina the
profitSample
or guarantee
against
loss.Target Long-Term Allocation
or the Target Current Allocation.
An investment in this strategy involves the risk of loss, including principal, as well as the potential for gain. Diversification and asset allocation do not ensure a profit or guarantee against a loss.
1

The “Sample
shows
how a strategy
might haveand
beencomplete
allocated disclosures
as of the dateregarding
indicated,the
andinformation
only includesherein.
up to 10
of the
top holdings.
holdings in
1Please
refer toHoldings”
“Additional
Information”
for important
Past
performance
is The
no guarantee
2

For one-on-one presentations only - not to be distributed to the public.
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Long-Term Growth ETF
Performance as of September 30, 2021

LONG-TERM GROWTH ETF

Performance as of September 30, 2021

A Globally Diversified Strategy

Cumulative Return History

Gross of Advisory Fees

$2.50
$2.00
$1.50
$1.00
$0.50
$0.00
09/2015

09/2016

09/2017

09/2018

09/2019

Strategy

09/2020

09/2021

Benchmark

*For all charts on this page, Benchmark refers to Frontier’s custom benchmark for this strategy.

Cumulative Returns

YTD

1 Yr

3 Yr

5Yr

10 Yr

Since
Incept

Strategy

10.7%

25.8%

10.1%

10.6%

—

11.1%

Benchmark

11.3%

26.8%

11.3%

11.8%

—

11.5%

100%
Cumulative Return

Annualized Return Summary

50%

0%

3 Yr

Strategy

Performance Detail
2020

5 Yr

Since Inception

Benchmark

Summary Statistics1
Strategy

Benchmark

10.1%

14.0%

2019

23.0%

23.4%

2018

-8.0%

-8.6%

2017

19.1%

19.2%

2016

11.4%

9.6%

Time Period: Date of Inception to 09/30/2021

Strategy

Benchmark

0.83

0.82

Std Dev

12.14%

12.91%

Down Capture Ratio

90.69%

100.00%

Up Capture Ratio

93.32%

100.00%

Alpha

0.31%

0.00%

Beta

0.93

1.00

Sharpe Ratio

Pain Index2
0.0%
-1.0%
-2.0%
-3.0%
-4.0%

3 Yr

Strategy

5 Yr

Since Inception

Benchmark

Performancefigures
figuresdo
donot
notreflect
reflect the
the deduction
deduction of
and
Frontier.
Client’s
return
will bewill
reduced
by the by
advisory
fees andfees
any other
expenses
may incur
connection
the managePerformance
of advisory
advisoryfees
feescharged
chargedbybythe
theadvisor
advisor
and
Frontier.
Client’s
return
be reduced
the advisory
and any
other Client
expenses
Clientinmay
incur inwith
connection
with the
ment of Client’s
investment
advisory account.
description
the advisoryoffees
the advisor
and other
disclosures
can be found
in their respective
Form ADV
disclosure
brochure.
ADV Brochure,
management
of Client’s
investment
advisoryA account.
A of
description
the charged
advisorybyfees
chargedand
byFrontier
the advisor
and important
Frontier and
other important
disclosures
can be found
in their
respective
FormFrontier’s
ADV disclosure
brochure.
which
includes
a
description
of
Frontier’s
fees,
is
available
upon
request
at
no
charge
or
may
be
obtained
directly
from
Frontier’s
website
at
frontierasset.com.
The
Frontier
returns
shown
above
are
composites
of
accounts
actually
Frontier’s ADV Brochure, which includes a description of Frontier’s fees, is available upon request at no charge or may be obtained directly from Frontier’s website at frontierasset.com. The Frontier returns shown above are
managed byofFrontier
andactually
are gross
of Frontier
applicable
financial
fees.and
All performance
results should
considered
in light of the
market
and economic
conditions
thatof
prevailed
at theand
timeeconomic
those results
were generated.
composites
accounts
managed
by and
Frontier
and are
gross advisor
of Frontier
applicable financial
advisorbefees.
All performance
results
should
be considered
in light
the market
conditions
that prevailed
is no guarantee
of future returns.
An investmentis innothis
strategy involves
thereturns.
risk of loss,
including principal,
well as involves
the potential
gain.
Beforeincluding
investing principal,
consider the
at Past
the performance
time those results
were generated.
Past performance
guarantee
of future
An investment
in thisas
strategy
thefor
risk
of loss,
asinvestment
well as theobjectives,
potentialfees
for and
gain.expenses.
Before investing
1
2
Please the
referinvestment
to “Additional
Information”
forand
important
information about the Summary Statistics and for complete disclosures regarding the information herein. The Pain Index, a metric devised by Zephyr Associates, is made up of the
consider
objectives,
fees
expenses.
1Please
frequency,
and duration
of drawdowns
manager information
or portfolio experiences.
The deeper,Statistics
longer and
frequent the
losses, the regarding
greater theallpain.
The closerherein.
to zero2the
thea better.
referdepth
to “Additional
Information”
for aimportant
about the Summary
andmore
for complete
disclosures
information
ThePain
PainIndex,
Index,
metric devised by Zephyr Associates, is made
up of the frequency, depth and duration of drawdowns a manager or portfolio experiences. The deeper, longer and more frequent the losses, the greater the pain. The smaller the Pain Index, the better.
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ETF STRATEGY MODERATE

GROWTH

A Globally Diversified Strategy

MODERATE GROWTH ETF

September 30, 2021

A Globally Diversified Strategy

Strategy Highlights

Investment Objective
The Moderate Growth ETF strategy is a global asset allocation
strategy that seeks to maximize expected return for the downside
risk target.

Strategy Details1
Downside Risk Target

-15%

Downside Success Rate
vs Downside Risk Target

100%

Weighted Expense Ratio

0.08%

Current Yield

2.11%

Benchmark*

• Normally invests 55-85% in equity ETFs, with the remaining
assets invested in fixed income, real assets, and alternative
ETFs

• Could be used for core lifetime family assets, obligations due
within the next 10-15 years, or investors seeking to grow the
value of their assets who also prefer lower costs

• Frontier seeks to add value through dynamic asset allocation
and expense reduction

Moderate Growth Bench

Date of Inception

10/1/2015

*Benchmark is Frontier’s custom benchmark for this strategy.

Target Current vs Long-Term Allocation

Target Asset Allocation Ranges
33%

US Large Stock

36%

US Small Stock

8%
4%

REITs

12%

8%

Alternatives

14%

15%

Fixed Income

4%

0%

3%

7%

Emerging Markets Stock

11%

US High Quality Bonds

16%

4%

High Yield Bonds

4%
1%

Cash Equivalents
0%

60%

80%

100%

%

10%

US TIPS

40%

Sample Holdings²

4%

Long-Term Govt Bonds

20%

*Total Target Equity Range: 55-85%

6%

Absolute Return

Intl Equity
Real Assets

International Large Stock
International Small Stock

US Equity

10%
Current

20%

30%
LT Target

40%

iShares Core S&P 500 ETF

33

iShares Core MSCI EAFE ETF

14

iShares 20+ Year Treasury Bond ETF

10

iShares Core S&P Small-Cap ETF

8

iShares Core MSCI Emerging Markets ETF

7

Vanguard Total Bond Market ETF

6

iShares Core US Aggregate Bond ETF

5

iShares TIPS Bond ETF

4

Vanguard Small-Cap Value ETF

4

Vanguard Real Estate ETF

4

Please refer to “Additional Information” for important information and for complete disclosures regarding the information herein. Past performance is no guarantee of future returns.
client
portfolios
and the allocation of those holdings in
of
future
returns.
those portfolios may vary significantly and will change over time.
2The
“Sample Holdings” shows how a strategy might have been allocated as of the date indicated, and only includes up to 10 of the top holdings. The holdings in client portfolios and the allocation of those
holdings
in those
portfolios
varythe
significantly
will change
over
is not
possible
to precisely
reconcile
the allocation
of not
holdings
Holdings
witha the
An investment
in this
strategymay
involves
risk of loss,and
including
principal,
as time.
well asItthe
potential
for gain.
Diversification
and asset
allocation do
ensureina the
profitSample
or guarantee
against
loss.Target Long-Term Allocation
or the Target Current Allocation.
An investment in this strategy involves the risk of loss, including principal, as well as the potential for gain. Diversification and asset allocation do not ensure a profit or guarantee against a loss.
1

The “Sample
shows
how a strategy
might haveand
beencomplete
allocated disclosures
as of the dateregarding
indicated,the
andinformation
only includesherein.
up to 10
of the
top holdings.
holdings in
1Please
refer toHoldings”
“Additional
Information”
for important
Past
performance
is The
no guarantee
2
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Moderate Growth ETF
Performance as of September 30, 2021

MODERATE GROWTH ETF

Performance as of September 30, 2021

A Globally Diversified Strategy

Cumulative Return History

Gross of Advisory Fees

$2.00
$1.50
$1.00
$0.50
$0.00
09/2015

09/2016

09/2017

09/2018

09/2019

Strategy

09/2020

09/2021

Benchmark

*For all charts on this page, Benchmark refers to Frontier’s custom benchmark for this strategy.

Cumulative Returns

YTD

1 Yr

3 Yr

5Yr

10 Yr

Since
Incept

Strategy

8.1%

19.5%

8.1%

8.8%

—

9.4%

Benchmark

9.9%

22.8%

10.5%

10.6%

—

10.3%

100%
Cumulative Return

Annualized Return Summary

50%

0%

3 Yr

Strategy

Performance Detail
2020

5 Yr

Since Inception

Benchmark

Summary Statistics1
Strategy

Benchmark

7.4%

13.3%

2019

20.5%

21.0%

2018

-6.7%

-7.2%

2017

16.7%

16.0%

2016

9.8%

8.9%

Time Period: Date of Inception to 09/30/2021

Strategy

Benchmark

0.84

0.85

Std Dev

9.93%

11.00%

Down Capture Ratio

88.27%

100.00%

Up Capture Ratio

89.49%

100.00%

Alpha

0.09%

0.00%

Beta

0.89

1.00

Sharpe Ratio

Pain Index2
0.0%
-1.0%
-2.0%
-3.0%

3 Yr

Strategy

5 Yr

Since Inception

Benchmark

Performance
figuresdodonot
notreflect
reflectthe
thededuction
deduction of
of advisory
Frontier.
Client’s
return
will be
by the by
advisory
fees andfees
any and
otherany
expenses
Client may Client
incur inmay
connection
the managePerformance
figures
advisory fees
fees charged
chargedby
bythe
theadvisor
advisorand
and
Frontier.
Client’s
return
willreduced
be reduced
the advisory
other expenses
incur inwith
connection
with the
ment of Client’s
investment
advisory account.
description
of the advisory
charged byfees
the charged
advisor and
and other
importantand
disclosures
can be found
in their respective
Form ADV
disclosure
brochure.
ADV Brochure,
management
of Client’s
investment
advisoryAaccount.
A description
of fees
the advisory
by Frontier
the advisor
and Frontier
other important
disclosures
can be found
in their
respective
FormFrontier’s
ADV disclosure
brochure.
which
includes
a
description
of
Frontier’s
fees,
is
available
upon
request
at
no
charge
or
may
be
obtained
directly
from
Frontier’s
website
at
frontierasset.com.
The
Frontier
returns
shown
above
are
composites
of
accounts
actually
Frontier’s ADV Brochure, which includes a description of Frontier’s fees, is available upon request at no charge or may be obtained directly from Frontier’s website at frontierasset.com. The Frontier returns shown above are
managed by
andactually
are gross
of Frontier
and applicable
financial
advisor
fees.and
All performance
results should
considered
in light of the
market
and economic
conditions
thatofprevailed
at the
time
those results
were generated.
composites
of Frontier
accounts
managed
by Frontier
and are
gross of
Frontier
applicable financial
advisorbefees.
All performance
results
should
be considered
in light
the market
and
economic
conditions
that prevailed
performance
is no guarantee
of future returns.
An investment
strategy involves
risk of loss,
including principal,
well as involves
the potential
Beforeincluding
investing principal,
consider the
and expenses.
at Past
the time
those results
were generated.
Past performance
is in
nothis
guarantee
of futurethereturns.
An investment
in this as
strategy
the for
riskgain.
of loss,
as investment
well as theobjectives,
potential fees
for gain.
Before investing
1
2
Please the
referinvestment
to “Additional
Information”
important
information about the Summary Statistics and for complete disclosures regarding the information herein. The Pain Index, a metric devised by Zephyr Associates, is made up of the
consider
objectives,
feesforand
expenses.
1Please
frequency,
and duration
of drawdowns
a manager information
or portfolio experiences.
The deeper,
longer and
frequent the
losses, theregarding
greater theallpain.
The closerherein.
to zero2The
the Pain
better. devised by Zephyr Associates, is made
referdepth
to “Additional
Information”
for important
about the Summary
Statistics
andmore
for complete
disclosures
information
PainIndex,
Index,thea metric
up of the frequency, depth and duration of drawdowns a manager or portfolio experiences. The deeper, longer and more frequent the losses, the greater the pain. The smaller the Pain Index, the better.
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ETF STRATEGY BALANCED
A Globally Diversified Strategy

BALANCED ETF

September 30, 2021

A Globally Diversified Strategy

Strategy Highlights

Investment Objective
The Balanced ETF strategy is a global asset allocation strategy that
seeks to maximize expected return for the downside risk target.

Strategy Details1
Downside Risk Target

-10%

Downside Success Rate
vs Downside Risk Target

100%

Weighted Expense Ratio

0.09%

Current Yield

1.70%

Benchmark*

• Normally invests 35-65% in equity ETFs, with the remaining
assets invested in fixed income, real assets, and alternative
ETFs

• Could be used for core lifetime family assets, obligations due
within the next 5-10 years, or investors seeking to grow the
value of their assets who also prefer lower costs

• Frontier seeks to add value through dynamic asset allocation
and expense reduction

Balanced Bench

Date of Inception

10/1/2015

*Benchmark is Frontier’s custom benchmark for this strategy.

Target Current vs Long-Term Allocation

Target Asset Allocation Ranges
24%

US Large Stock
US Small Stock

9%

4%
4%

REITs

7%
9%

2%

Commodities

12%

Fixed Income

5%

0%

32%

US High Quality Bonds

29%
8%

Long-Term Govt Bonds

3%
6%
5%

Cash Equivalents
0%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Sample Holdings²

6%

High Yield Bonds

20%

*Total Target Equity Range: 35-65%

4%

US TIPS

Intl Equity

Alternatives

2%

Absolute Return

US Equity

Real Assets

International Large Stock
Emerging Markets Stock

29%

5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%
Current

LT Target

%
iShares Core US Aggregate Bond ETF

26

iShares Core S&P 500 ETF

24

iShares Core MSCI EAFE ETF

9

iShares Core S&P Small-Cap ETF

9

iShares 20+ Year Treasury Bond ETF

8

Vanguard Total Bond Market ETF

6

iShares Core MSCI Emerging Markets ETF

5

IQ Hedge Multi-Strategy Tracker ETF

4

iShares Short Treasury Bond ETF

4

Vanguard Real Estate ETF

4

Please refer to “Additional Information” for important information and for complete disclosures regarding the information herein. Past performance is no guarantee of future returns.
client
portfolios
and the allocation of those holdings in
of
future
returns.
those portfolios may vary significantly and will change over time.
2The
“Sample Holdings” shows how a strategy might have been allocated as of the date indicated, and only includes up to 10 of the top holdings. The holdings in client portfolios and the allocation of those
holdings
in those
portfolios
varythe
significantly
will change
over
is not
possible
to precisely
reconcile
the allocation
of not
holdings
Holdings
witha the
An investment
in this
strategymay
involves
risk of loss,and
including
principal,
as time.
well asItthe
potential
for gain.
Diversification
and asset
allocation do
ensureina the
profitSample
or guarantee
against
loss.Target Long-Term Allocation
or the Target Current Allocation.
An investment in this strategy involves the risk of loss, including principal, as well as the potential for gain. Diversification and asset allocation do not ensure a profit or guarantee against a loss.
1

The “Sample
shows
how a strategy
might haveand
beencomplete
allocated disclosures
as of the dateregarding
indicated,the
andinformation
only includesherein.
up to 10
of the
top holdings.
holdings in
1Please
refer toHoldings”
“Additional
Information”
for important
Past
performance
is The
no guarantee
2
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Balanced ETF
Performance as of September 30, 2021

BALANCED ETF

Performance as of September 30, 2021

A Globally Diversified Strategy

Cumulative Return History

Gross of Advisory Fees

$2.00
$1.50
$1.00
$0.50
$0.00
09/2015

09/2016

09/2017

09/2018

09/2019

Strategy

09/2020

09/2021

Benchmark

*For all charts on this page, Benchmark refers to Frontier’s custom benchmark for this strategy.

YTD

1 Yr

3 Yr

Cumulative Returns
5Yr

10 Yr

Since
Incept

Strategy

4.9%

11.9%

6.2%

6.4%

—

7.0%

Benchmark

7.7%

17.5%

9.0%

8.4%

—

8.2%

80%
Cumulative Return

Annualized Return Summary

60%
40%
20%
0%

3 Yr

Strategy

Performance Detail
2020

5 Yr

Since Inception

Benchmark

Summary Statistics1
Strategy

Benchmark

5.7%

11.3%

2019

15.8%

17.1%

2018

-5.3%

-6.0%

2017

13.5%

12.3%

2016

7.6%

7.2%

Time Period: Date of Inception to 09/30/2021

Strategy

Benchmark

0.85

0.86

Std Dev

7.05%

8.33%

Down Capture Ratio

81.40%

100.00%

Up Capture Ratio

83.64%

100.00%

Alpha

0.12%

0.00%

Beta

0.82

1.00

Sharpe Ratio

Pain Index2
0.0%
-0.5%
-1.0%
-1.5%
-2.0%

3 Yr

Strategy

5 Yr

Since Inception

Benchmark

Performancefigures
figuresdo
donot
notreflect
reflect the
the deduction
deduction of
and
Frontier.
Client’s
return
will bewill
reduced
by the by
advisory
fees andfees
any other
expenses
may incur
connection
the managePerformance
of advisory
advisoryfees
feescharged
chargedbybythe
theadvisor
advisor
and
Frontier.
Client’s
return
be reduced
the advisory
and any
other Client
expenses
Clientinmay
incur inwith
connection
with the
ment of Client’s
investment
advisory account.
description
the advisoryoffees
the advisor
and other
disclosures
can be found
in their respective
Form ADV
disclosure
brochure.
ADV Brochure,
management
of Client’s
investment
advisoryA account.
A of
description
the charged
advisorybyfees
chargedand
byFrontier
the advisor
and important
Frontier and
other important
disclosures
can be found
in their
respective
FormFrontier’s
ADV disclosure
brochure.
which
includes
a
description
of
Frontier’s
fees,
is
available
upon
request
at
no
charge
or
may
be
obtained
directly
from
Frontier’s
website
at
frontierasset.com.
The
Frontier
returns
shown
above
are
composites
of
accounts
actually
Frontier’s ADV Brochure, which includes a description of Frontier’s fees, is available upon request at no charge or may be obtained directly from Frontier’s website at frontierasset.com. The Frontier returns shown above are
managed byofFrontier
andactually
are gross
of Frontier
applicable
financial
fees.and
All performance
results should
considered
in light of the
market
and economic
conditions
thatof
prevailed
at theand
timeeconomic
those results
were generated.
composites
accounts
managed
by and
Frontier
and are
gross advisor
of Frontier
applicable financial
advisorbefees.
All performance
results
should
be considered
in light
the market
conditions
that prevailed
is no guarantee
of future returns.
An investmentis innothis
strategy involves
thereturns.
risk of loss,
including principal,
well as involves
the potential
gain.
Beforeincluding
investing principal,
consider the
at Past
the performance
time those results
were generated.
Past performance
guarantee
of future
An investment
in thisas
strategy
thefor
risk
of loss,
asinvestment
well as theobjectives,
potentialfees
for and
gain.expenses.
Before investing
1
2
Please the
referinvestment
to “Additional
Information”
forand
important
information about the Summary Statistics and for complete disclosures regarding the information herein. The Pain Index, a metric devised by Zephyr Associates, is made up of the
consider
objectives,
fees
expenses.
1Please
frequency,
and duration
of drawdowns
manager information
or portfolio experiences.
The deeper,Statistics
longer and
frequent the
losses, the regarding
greater theallpain.
The closerherein.
to zero2the
thea better.
referdepth
to “Additional
Information”
for aimportant
about the Summary
andmore
for complete
disclosures
information
ThePain
PainIndex,
Index,
metric devised by Zephyr Associates, is made
up of the frequency, depth and duration of drawdowns a manager or portfolio experiences. The deeper, longer and more frequent the losses, the greater the pain. The smaller the Pain Index, the better.
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ETF STRATEGY CONSERVATIVE
A Globally Diversified Strategy

CONSERVATIVE ETF

September 30, 2021

A Globally Diversified Strategy

Strategy Highlights

Investment Objective
The Conservative ETF strategy is a global asset allocation strategy
that seeks to maximize expected return for the downside risk
target.

Strategy Details1
Downside Risk Target

-5%

Downside Success Rate
vs Downside Risk Target

100%

Weighted Expense Ratio

0.15%

Current Yield

1.70%

Benchmark*

• Normally invests 15-35% in equity ETFs, with the remaining
assets invested in fixed income, real assets, and alternative
ETFs

• Could be used for short-term obligations due within the next
3-5 years, for investors who prioritize expected downside risk
and consistency of returns, or for those invests who do not
want or need to be fully exposed to capital market price
changes

• Frontier seeks to add value through dynamic asset allocation
and expense reduction

Conservative Bench

Date of Inception

10/1/2015

*Benchmark is Frontier’s custom benchmark for this strategy.

Target Current vs Long-Term Allocation
12%

US Large Stock
US Small Stock

US Equity

18%

Intl Equity

9%

2%

REITs

Target Asset Allocation Ranges

Real Assets
Alternatives

4%
4%

International Large Stock

Fixed Income

4%

Commodities

0%

4%
11%

Absolute Return

20%

40%

42%

6%
10%

4%

High Yield Bonds

6%
7%

Cash Equivalents
0%

10%

100%

Sample Holdings²

16%
41%

US TIPS

80%

*Total Target Equity Range: 15-35%

US High Quality Bonds
Long-Term Govt Bonds

60%

20%

Current

30%

40%

50%

%
iShares Core US Aggregate Bond ETF

33

iShares Core S&P 500 ETF

12

IQ Hedge Multi-Strategy Tracker ETF

11

iShares TIPS Bond ETF

10

iShares Core S&P Small-Cap ETF

9

Vanguard Total Bond Market ETF

8

SPDR® Blmbg Barclays 1-3 Mth T-Bill ETF

7

iShares 20+ Year Treasury Bond ETF

6

iShares Core MSCI EAFE ETF

4

LT Target

Please refer to “Additional Information” for important information and for complete disclosures regarding the information herein. Past performance is no guarantee of future returns.
client
portfolios
and the allocation of those holdings in
of
future
returns.
those portfolios may vary significantly and will change over time.
2The
“Sample Holdings” shows how a strategy might have been allocated as of the date indicated, and only includes up to 10 of the top holdings. The holdings in client portfolios and the allocation of those
holdings
in those
portfolios
varythe
significantly
will change
over
is not
possible
to precisely
reconcile
the allocation
of not
holdings
Holdings
witha the
An investment
in this
strategymay
involves
risk of loss,and
including
principal,
as time.
well asItthe
potential
for gain.
Diversification
and asset
allocation do
ensureina the
profitSample
or guarantee
against
loss.Target Long-Term Allocation
or the Target Current Allocation.
An investment in this strategy involves the risk of loss, including principal, as well as the potential for gain. Diversification and asset allocation do not ensure a profit or guarantee against a loss.
1

The “Sample
shows
how a strategy
might haveand
beencomplete
allocated disclosures
as of the dateregarding
indicated,the
andinformation
only includesherein.
up to 10
of the
top holdings.
holdings in
1Please
refer toHoldings”
“Additional
Information”
for important
Past
performance
is The
no guarantee
2
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Conservative ETF
Performance as of September 30, 2021

CONSERVATIVE ETF

Performance as of September 30, 2021

A Globally Diversified Strategy

Cumulative Return History

Gross of Advisory Fees

$1.50
$1.00
$0.50
$0.00
09/2015
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09/2019

Strategy

09/2020

09/2021
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*For all charts on this page, Benchmark refers to Frontier’s custom benchmark for this strategy.
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Summary Statistics1
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ETF STRATEGY CAPITAL
A Globally Diversified Strategy

PRESERVATION

CAPITAL PRESERVATION ETF

September 30, 2021

A Globally Diversified Strategy

Strategy Highlights

Investment Objective
The Capital Preservation ETF strategy is a global asset allocation
strategy that seeks to maximize expected return for the downside
risk target.

Strategy Details1
Downside Risk Target

-2%

Downside Success Rate
vs Downside Risk Target

100%

Weighted Expense Ratio

0.18%

Current Yield

0.88%

Benchmark*

• Normally invests 0-15% in equity ETFs, with the remaining
assets invested in fixed income, real assets, and alternative
ETFs

• Could be used for short-term obligations due within the next
1-3 years, as an alternative to money markets or short-term
bonds, or for those assets investors do not want or need to be
fully exposed to capital market price changes

• Frontier seeks to add value through dynamic asset allocation
and expense reduction

Cap Pres Bench

Date of Inception

10/1/2015

*Benchmark is Frontier’s custom benchmark for this strategy.

Target Current vs Long-Term Allocation

Target Asset Allocation Ranges
US Equity

4%

US Large Stock

Intl Equity

9%

Real Assets

4%

US Small Stock

1%

Commodities

Alternatives
Fixed Income

7%

0%

12%

Absolute Return

56%
4%

High Yield Bonds

4%
52%

Cash Equivalents
0%

20%
Current

60%

80%

100%

Sample Holdings²

24%

US TIPS

40%

*Total Target Equity Range: 0-15%

23%

US High Quality Bonds

20%

40%

%
iShares Short Treasury Bond ETF

37

Vanguard Short-Term Treasury ETF

15

iShares Core US Aggregate Bond ETF

14

IQ Hedge Multi-Strategy Tracker ETF

12

Vanguard Total Bond Market ETF

10

iShares Core S&P Small-Cap ETF

4

iShares Core S&P 500 ETF

4

iShares TIPS Bond ETF

4

60%

LT Target

Please refer to “Additional Information” for important information and for complete disclosures regarding the information herein. Past performance is no guarantee of future returns.
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portfolios
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of
future
returns.
those portfolios may vary significantly and will change over time.
2The
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profitSample
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loss.Target Long-Term Allocation
or the Target Current Allocation.
An investment in this strategy involves the risk of loss, including principal, as well as the potential for gain. Diversification and asset allocation do not ensure a profit or guarantee against a loss.
1
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beencomplete
allocated disclosures
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Capital Preservation ETF
Performance as of September 30, 2021

CAPITAL PRESERVATION ETF

Performance as of September 30, 2021

A Globally Diversified Strategy

Cumulative Return History

Gross of Advisory Fees
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*For all charts on this page, Benchmark refers to Frontier’s custom benchmark for this strategy.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Strategy Management Process. Each Frontier ETF strategy consists of carefully selected exchange-traded products (ETPs) that are combined in an effort to achieve the Investment
Objective of the strategy. Frontier ETF strategies primarily invest in exchange-traded funds (ETFs), but may also include exchange-traded notes (ETNs). First, we establish a long-term asset
allocation mix that we call the “Target Long-Term Allocation”. We continuously review and adjust the Target Long-Term Allocation based on our changing expectations about the future
risk and return characteristics of various asset classes to create the “Target Current Allocation”. Next, we select an ETP for each asset class that we believe can add value over time.
Finally, we proportion the selected ETPs to match the Target Current Allocation for the strategy. Over time the ETPs in the strategy may change.
Adjustments to the Target Long-Term Allocation will typically be made within “Target Asset Allocation Ranges” that are established for the following asset class groups: US Equity,
International Equity, Alternatives, Real Assets and Fixed Income. We have developed models that help us determine our future risk and return expectations for certain asset classes that
fall within these groups. They are shown below. Some of these asset classes contain “sub-asset classes” (e.g., growth, value, mid-cap) that may also be represented in Frontier strategies.
US Equity: US Large Stocks, US Small Stocks, REITS
International Equity: International Large Stocks, International Small Stocks, Emerging Markets
Fixed Income: US High Quality Bonds, Long-Term Govt. Bonds, TIPs, High-Yield Bonds, International Bonds, Floating Rate Securities, Cash Equivalents
Alternatives: Absolute Return, Managed Futures
Real Assets: Commodities

Not all asset classes are utilized in the construction of all strategies. Asset classes may be added to or removed from the above list at any time. The Target Current Allocation for a strategy
may include asset classes that are not included in the Target Long-Term Allocation for that strategy. When determining the asset allocation for a strategy, each ETP is categorized into one
asset class even though it may have exposure to other asset classes.
For the ETPs mentioned herein, a complete description of their investment objectives, along with details of the risks and fees involved is contained in their respective prospectus and
statement of additional information, which is available on their websites and should be read fully.
Strategy Details. The “Investment Objective” is the goal of the strategy. Future performance will depend on market conditions that prevail at the time. There is no guarantee we will
achieve our targets and deviations may be significant, particularly over short time periods. Frontier may modify the Investment Objective or strategy parameters at any time without notice.
The “Downside Risk Target” is the lowest return Frontier would expect to encounter over the next 12-months if all the monthly returns fell within 1.645 deviations (95% statistically
confident range) of the expected real return. Real return represents the annual percentage return realized on an investment, which is adjusted for changes in prices due to inflation or
other external factors.
The “Downside Success Rate vs Downside Risk Target” is the percent of time from the inception of the strategy that the rolling 1-year returns were above our downside risk target.
The objective is to be above 95% of the time. It is calculated by taking the composite return, before fees, and determining whether it was above or below that 1-year downside risk target,
then taking the average.
The “Weighted Expense Ratio” is the internal expense ratio (measure of a funds operating costs relative to assets) that corresponds to the allocation of each fund position in the strategy.
The internal expense ratios above are for our models that include institutional funds. Many of these institutional funds are generally not available to retail investors due to their minimum
investment requirements. The fund class used will vary between models depending on factors such as account size. In many cases, Frontier can purchase selected institutional funds for
much less than the fund’s minimum and incorporate them into models that typically wouldn’t be able to own them. The internal expense ratio in a given client’s portfolio will vary depending
on a number of factors, including the size of the account and when the account was opened. For smaller accounts, we may use funds with lower minimums and some of those funds have
somewhat higher expense ratios. The holdings of model strategies may vary from the strategies managed by Frontier, as such internal expense ratios may also vary.
The “Current Yield” ” is the weighted average 30-day SEC yield of the underlying holdings in the strategy. The yield figure reflects the dividends and interest earned during the period after
the deduction of the investment product’s expenses. In the event that an investment product doesn’t have a published 30-day SEC yield, we will revert to using the trailing 12-month yield
(TTM). The current yield of individual portfolios may vary based on the same reasons listed under weighted expense ratio. Different share classes may have different current yields. The
holdings of model strategies may vary from the strategies managed by Frontier, as such current yields may also vary.
The custom “Benchmark” is provided as a tool to help you assess the value of Frontier’s strategy management decisions. The custom benchmark provides a standard against which to
compare the performance of your account before fees. The custom benchmark is not actively managed and contains a limited number of asset classes. Each Frontier strategy consists of
a combination of actively managed and/or index investment products, contains more asset classes than the custom benchmark and its asset allocation is adjusted periodically.
Summary Statistics. “Alpha” is a measure of the difference between a portfolio’s actual returns and its expected performance, given its level of risk as measured by beta. A positive Alpha
figure indicates the portfolio has performed better than its beta would predict. In contrast, a negative Alpha indicates the portfolio has underperformed, given the expectations established
by beta. “Beta” is a measure of systematic risk with respect to a benchmark. Systematic risk is the tendency of the value of the strategy and the value of custom benchmark to move
together. If beta is greater than one, movements in value of the strategy that are associated with movements in the value of the custom benchmark tend to be amplified, more volatile. If
beta is one, they tend to be the same, and if beta is less than one, they tend to be dampened, less volatile.
“Standard Deviation” is a statistical measurement of dispersion about an average, which depicts how widely the returns varied over a certain period of time. Investors use the standard
deviation of historical performance to try to predict the range of returns that are most likely for a given fund. When an investment product has a high standard deviation, the predicted range
of performance is wide, implying greater volatility. The “Sharpe Ratio” is calculated by using standard deviation and excess return to determine reward per unit of risk.
The “Up Capture Ratio” measures performance in an up market (where the custom benchmark return is positive). For example, if the ratio is 110%, the manager has captured 110% of
the up-market and therefore outperformed the custom benchmark on the downside. The “Down Capture Ratio” measures performance in a down market (where the custom benchmark
return is less than 0). For example, if the ratio is 110%, the manager has captured 110% of the down-market and therefore underperformed the custom benchmark on the downside.
Important Notes About Fees. The Long-Term Return Expectation for the strategy does not reflect the deduction of Frontier’s fees or any applicable financial advisor fees (i.e., it is stated
on a “gross-of-fees” basis). Frontier’s maximum annual investment management fee for direct clients is 1% of account assets and 0.5% for accounts managed for clients of financial
advisors. See Frontier’s ADV Brochure for more information about fees. Financial advisors whose clients use Frontier’s services establish their own fees. Frontier’s fees and any applicable
advisor fees are set forth in each client’s Investment Advisory Agreement.
Please note that management fees charged by Frontier do not include certain charges imposed by third parties, such as custodial fees and investment product fees and expenses. Client
accounts are also subject to, as applicable, transaction costs, retirement plan administration fees, deferred sales charges and/or 12b-1 fees paid by investment products, transfer taxes,
wire transfer and electronic fund fees, and other fees and taxes on securities transactions. All fees and expenses imposed directly by investment products are described in each investment
product’s prospectus. These fees will generally include a management fee, other investment product expenses, and a distribution fee. If the sponsor also imposes sales charges, a client
typically pays an initial or deferred sales or surrender charge.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Performance Information. Past performance is no guarantee of future returns. Performance shown represents total returns that include income, realized and unrealized gains and losses.
The performance information presented here covers different time periods. We present performance information for short time periods because we understand that clients and potential
investors are interested in this information, however, we recommend against making any investment decisions based on short-term performance information. All Frontier strategy returns
are composites of accounts actually managed by Frontier. No back-tested performance is used in this presentation. Upon request, Frontier will provide, without charge, a copy of the
composite for any of its strategies and/or a complete list and description of its composites.
Frontier provides model strategies to various investment advisory firms and does not manage those models on a discretionary basis. The performance of model strategies may vary from the
performance of strategies managed by Frontier. Performance figures do not reflect the deduction of advisory fees charged by the advisor and Frontier. They are presented Gross-of-Fees.
Strategy returns do reflect the deduction of internal investment product expenses and applicable custodial and brokerage expenses. Client’s return will be reduced by the advisory fees and
any other expenses Client may incur in connection with the management of Client’s investment advisory account. A description of the advisory fees charged by the advisor and Frontier and
other important disclosures can be found in their respective Form ADV Part 2A disclosure brochure. Frontier’s ADV Brochure, which includes a description of Frontier’s fees, is available
upon request at no charge or may be obtained directly from Frontier’s website at frontierasset.com. The payment of fees will have an impact on actual client account performance. For
example, a $400,000 account that earned 10% annually for 10 years would be worth $1,037,497 if no Frontier fees or advisor fees were deducted. The same account, after deduction
of Frontier’s standard fees and an annual advisor fee of 1%, would be worth $904,868, an annualized return of 8.5%.
Returns greater than one year are annualized, unless otherwise noted. All calculations of performance are by Frontier. Data sources for investment products and indices are Morningstar
and Hedge Fund Research Institute. While we believe the information provided by external sources to be reliable, we do not warrant its accuracy or completeness. Nor should their use be
construed as an endorsement. Diversification and asset allocation do not ensure a profit or guarantee against a loss. The performance results for each strategy should be considered in
light of the market and economic conditions that prevailed at the time those results were generated. In reviewing the performance information presented here, we recommend that you
consider both the returns generated and the level of risk that was assumed in generating those results. We believe that performance information cannot be properly assessed without
understanding the amount of risk that was taken in delivering that performance.
Investment Disclosure. Nothing presented herein is or is intended to constitute investment advice or recommendations to buy or sell any types of securities and no investment decision
should be made based solely on information provided herein. There is a risk of loss from an investment in securities, including the risk of loss of principal. Different types of investments
involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that any specific investment will be profitable or suitable for a particular investor’s financial situation or risk tolerance. The
descriptions herein apply to our model strategies. Individual portfolios may have different holdings that include mutual funds, exchange traded funds and/or exchange traded notes. Before
investing consider investment objectives, fees and expenses. The information presented herein may be used only for one-on-one presentations to sophisticated clients. This material has
been prepared for information purposes only and is not intended to provide, and should not be relied on for, accounting, legal, investment or tax advice.
Custom Benchmark Composition. The Benchmarks for the Global Opportunities, Long-Term Growth, Moderate Growth (previously Growth & Income), Balanced, Conservative and Capital
Preservation ETF strategies are combinations of indices representing the asset class groups shown in the table below. Underlying constituents are available upon request at no cost. In the
case of indices that include foreign securities, index returns are still presented on a total return basis, but will be net of foreign taxes on income generated by these securities.
In order to better represent the asset classes Frontier was investing in over different time periods, the blends for those time periods are shown below. Current represents as of the date
of this material.

Capital Preservation Bench

Conservative Bench

Balanced Bench

Inception - Mar 21

Apr 21 - Current

Inception - Mar 21

Apr 21 - Current

Inception - Mar 21

US Equity

10%

10%

15%

24%

30%

Apr 21 - Current
40%

International Equity

0%

0%

5%

4%

15%

14%

Real Assets

15%

7%

15%

4%

10%

2%

Alternatives

25%

23%

25%

16%

20%

6%

Fixed Income

40%

60%

40%

52%

25%

38%

Cash Equivalents

10%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

Moderate Growth Bench

Long-Term Growth Bench

Global Opportunities Bench

Inception - Mar 21

Apr 21 - Current

Inception - Mar 21

Apr 21 - Current

Inception - Mar 21

US Equity

45%

52%

50%

58%

0%

Apr 21 - Current
60%

International Equity

20%

24%

30%

32%

0%

40%

Global Developed

0%

0%

0%

0%

100%

0%

Real Assets

10%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

Alternatives

15%

4%

10%

0%

0%

0%

Fixed Income

10%

20%

10%

10%

0%

0%
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